Refolding Proteins from Inclusion Bodies using Differential Scanning Fluorimetry Guided (DGR) Protein Refolding and MeltTraceur Web.
Differential Scanning Fluorimetry Guided Refolding (DGR) is a simple methodology that can be used to rapidly screen for and identify conditions capable of accurately refolding protein preparations, such as those obtained from Escherichia coli inclusion bodies. It allows for the production in E. coli of functional proteins that would otherwise require far more expensive production methods. This unit describes how to set up a DGR refolding assay, perform DGR refolding trials in microplate format, use MeltTraceur Web software to interactively analyze the resulting data, scale-up protein production via refolding, and lastly, validate that the protein is properly folded. © 2018 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.